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New Year’s

Martin Luther King Jr.
Day

by: Devlin Harris, Da'coya Mckay, Emilia
Arellano, and Marcela Luna

Happy New Year! It's finally 2018!
What did you do on New Years
Eve? Here are a few things people
did on New Years Eve. Yolanda
went to her cousin's house and had
a party. On New Year's day, she
went to Bananas. Then we found
out Brianna said “ I went to my
cousins house”. On New Years day,
she partied with her family. Last,
Mercedes said “I went to my
grandma’s house, on New Years
Eve”. She said on New Years Day “I
just watched T.V. with my family”.
Then we asked some people their
resolutions. Mercedes said “I want
to keep my room clean”. Even Mrs.
Wade had a resolution, she wants
to talk to her mom on the phone
every other day. Have a good New
Year and stick to your resolution. (if
you have one). By the way
everyone should have a resolution
because you can get healthier and
stronger.

by: Elizabeth McKay, Zoey Smith , and
Courtney Davis

Revisiting Our School
Expectations
by: Dominick Weeks, Dalilah Bloss, and
Diego Villa-Valenzuela

Following expectations can be
hard, fun, and easy or maybe even
boring. But before you do anything
or say anything I will tell you
something. YOU OF ALL PEOPLE
should be following expectations.
Ok you can read on now. Being
caring for example can be hard if
your mean. Hopefully your not.
Also being caring is fun because
you can have lots of friends.
Being honest is when you tell
the truth no matter what even if you
don't want to.Being a learner is like
always learning and staying
focused. Lots of people like
expectations for example, Jordan
likes being caring because she
likes being nice to people. Vivianne
likes being a learner because she
likes learning. Joseangel likes
being caring because he likes
being nice to people and finally
yolanda likes
being honest
because she likes to tell the truth.
Be safe is one of the most

There was once a man . He had
a dream. It was to make life better.
For instance people can be treated
equal and never get judged by their
color. He wanted America to be
free from bad people and bring
hope and healing to the world. This
man's name was Martin Luther
King Jr.
Martin Luther King Jr. was
known as a man of freedom. So
what i’m saying is he wanted
everyone to feel love instead of
hate. Martin Luther King Jr. put all
he had into America. Martin Luther
King wanted to stay positive for
everything.
Have you ever thought of what
life was like before Martin Luther
King said something well let me tell
you about it, it was not pretty.
African Americans were not aloud
to go to schools with the white and
some others too, like parks,
theaters, hotels, eating places, and
they had different places in the bus
and that still lt did not look good. So
Martin said something he didn’t
just say it he dreamed then he said
it. He didn't care if they beat him
he, didn't care if he went to jail, he
just wanted peace and for love. He
thought it wasn’t a good life to live
in with segregation. So he did
something he went up on a
platform and said a speech. He
talked and talked how he wanted
peace , how he wanted the black
and the white to come together and
hold hands and just be friends.
That was Martin's dream. That was
all of our dreams and it came true

4th Grade CrossCountry Skiing
Field Trip
by: Lydia Adcock, Rian Hinden,
Raychel Wilmot, and D’Mario
Hopkins

Have you ever been cross
country skiing at the Grand
Mesa? Well the fourth grade
went cross country skiing on
January 18th.
Some people don’t know
what cross country skiing is,
cross country skiing is a type
of running but you have poles
and skis. When you are cross
country skiing you don’t go
downhill you go on flat land.
You have to take very small
steps or you will fall and
maybe get stuck. If you do fall
you have to put both knees
on you skis and try to get up.
When you take a step you
have to slide a little bit then
you will be cross country
skiing.
Something fun that
happened is we all got hot
cocoa. It was also fun when
we all went fast.
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important expectation because if
your not safe you or others can get
hurt. You have to be safe to get a
gotcha. You can also be nice to
other people while being safe
because your not hurting them.

all because of Martin Luther King
Jr.
Have you ever thought of who
Martin Luther King was. well we will
tell you. Martin was 28 when he
decided to stop racism and spread
equality. Martin Luther King Jr was
We’ve just talked about every born January 15,1929 and he was
expectation that Rocky Mountain a good man with a big dream. Also
Elementary has.
his dream inspired Ms. Alldredge to
be kinder. Bullying has the same
effect as racism, so don't judge a
book by its cover. But sadly Martins
Staying Safe During
journey came to an end In April
Winter
1968. He died at the age of 39 but
by: Janayah Alvarado, Cadence Harris, and
we all know that he will always be a
Brennon Gladstone
good man that felt racism was
Do you know what you need for
wrong. And sadly this article has to
winter? Well this article is going to tell come to an end but we still will
you what and how the ranger said to
always remember that Martin
be warm and safe for the winter.We
Luther King Jr was a man that was
hope you like and enjoy this article.
brave enough to speak up and
How to dress like an onion in three
inspire many people.
easy steps...Base layer: The base
layer needs to touch your skin. Wear
a tight fitting layer.Dont wear cotton it
will get wet and make you cold.
Middle layer:the middle layer keeps
your body warm inside your clothing
and prevents it from escaping.The
middle layer also pulls sweat away to
keep you dry.NO JEANS AT
ALL!!!!
Outer layer: the outer layer blocks
wind, wear a coat with a hood ( to
keep your neck warm) ,waterproof
snow pants,and boots with a
waterproof foot and a warm lining.if
you want your gloves warm I suggest
that you put hand warmers in your
gloves.
I hope that our safety tip helped you
next time when you go cross country
skiing. I hope that you liked this
article.
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